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CONTRACTIONS ON Li-SPACES

BY

M. A. AKCOGLU AND A. BRUNEL

Abstract. It is shown that a linear contraction on a complex ¿i-space can be

represented in terms of its linear modulus. This result is then used to give a direct

proof of Chacon's general ratio ergodic theorem.

1. Introduction. The main purpose of this paper is to obtain a representation

(Theorem 3.1) of a linear contraction on a complex I^-space in terms of its linear

modulus [6]. This result is especially suitable to give a rather transparent proof of a

general ratio ergodic theorem of Chacon (Theorem 4.1) [4], [5] and to obtain some

properties (Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3) of ratio ergodic limits.

The properties of positive contractions and the ergodic theory of these con-

tractions are assumed to be known. The results that are used in this paper, however,

are stated with references. §2 includes many of these results and also some elemen-

tary lemmas. In the next section the representation theorem (Theorem 3.1) is

proved and §4 contains the application of this theorem to the theory of ratio

ergodic limits. Finally the last section is devoted to a different approach to the

results of this paper. Here the main result is a direct proof of Theorem 4.4, which

is a corollary of Theorem 4.3, but, at the same time, implies Theorem 4.1. In this

section, however, many details are omitted, except in the proofs of Lemma 5.6 and

Theorem 5.2, that seem to be of some intrinsic interest.

2. Definitions and preliminaries. Let (X, J^ /x) be a a-finite measure space and

LP=LP(X)=LP(X, 3?, p.), 1 ̂ pf^co, the usual (complex) Banach spaces. If A e J*"

then xa is the characteristic function of A and LP(A) denotes the Banach space of

all Fp-functions that vanish a.e. on A° = X— A; also, L+(A) is the set of all non-

negative JLp(yl)-functions.

Let T: Lp -> Lp be a (linear) operator. It is called a positive operator if TL¿ <=/_,+

and a contraction if ||F|| á 1. If T: Ly -^Ly is a contraction, it is known [6] that

there is then a unique positive contraction T.Ly^-Ly called the linear modulus

of T, so that |7y| ^t|/| for allfeLy and that T/? = sup|9|Sp \Tg\ for all/? eLi.

For the remainder of this paper T: Ly -*■ Ly will denote a contraction on Ly, and

T.Ly-^-Ly will be its linear modulus. Also, T* and t* will denote the corresponding

adjoint operators on Lf=L00. Note that T* and t* are contractions on L«, and

that t* is positive.
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Lemma 2.1. IfheLx then \T*h\ úr*\h\.

Proof. Given heLx, find seLx so that |j| = l and that sT*h=\T*h\. Then,

for any/? ePJ,

Çp\T*k\dft- (psT*hdp = ¡T(ps)-hdp

S j\Tps\ \h\ dp. a jr\j>s\ \h\ dp.

= jrp-\h\dp = fp**\h\dp,

meaning that \T*h\ úr*\h\.

Recall that a positive contraction t : L1 ->- Lx partitions the measure space X

into two disjoint sets C and £>, called respectively, the conservative and dissipative

parts of X, such that if p eL1 and/?>0a.e. then 2"=o tUP is infinite a.e. on Cand is

finite a.e. on D [8], [3]. The transformation r is called conservative if p(D) = 0.

A set A e & is said to be (t-) invariant if tL1(A)<^L1(A), or equivalently, if t*Pco(/íc)

=P0O(/4c). It is known that C is invariant and the class J of all invariant subsets

of C forms a a-field in the class of all (measurable) subsets of C [3]. Finally, if

h e P„ then r*n = n a.e. on C if and only if h has an ./-measurable restriction to C

[3]. In particular, t*xc = Xc a.e. on C, or equivalently, J" rfdp = \f dp for all

/ePi(C).

Lemma 2.2. IfheLm is real valued and if h ^ r*n then h = r*n a.e. on C.

Proof. Let peLx and p > 0 a.e. If the conclusion of the lemma is not correct

then J" (2™=o Tnp)(r*h-h) dp. = oo. But this means that lim,,..«, ¡ p(r*nh-h) dp = oo,

which is a contradiction.

Lemma 2.3. Peí i4e/ ana* n ePœ. P/ien r*h — h a.e. on A if and only if x^n

has an J-measurable restriction to C.

Proof. Since A is invariant, XAT*h = Xat*(xa«)! and since C—/I is also invariant,

X^t*(xa«) = Xct*(x^«)- Hence xCT*(x.in) = x¿T*(xAn) = x^*« = X4" = Xc(x.4«), ¿e.

T*(x4A) = x^n a.e. on C. Then the proof follows from the remarks preceding

Lemma 2.2.

Lemma 2.4. Let AeJ and heLx. Then r(hf)=« • rffor allfe LX(A) if and only

if r*h = h a.e. on A.

Proof. Let heLœ and r(hf) = hrf for all feLx(A). Then feL^A) (<=Z.j.(C))

implies that J" r(hf) dp = \ hrf dp = \ fr*h dp, i.e. h = T*h a.e. on A, since j r(hf) dp

= 3hfdp.
Conversely let Jt be the class of all Pœ-functions n such that r(hf) = hrf for all

feLi(A). First note that if BeJ, B^A and feLx(A) then t(xb/) = Xst(xb/)

= XBr(f— XA-ßf) = XBrf, which means that xbe^- Since -# is a closed linear
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manifold of Lx it then follows that Ji contains any Lx-function « such that

%Ah has a «/-measurable restriction to C. Hence, by Lemma 2.3, Ji contains any

function « 6 La, satisfying t*« = « a.e. on A.

Lemma 2.5. If h e Lx and T*h = h then r*\h\ = |«| a.e. on C.

Proof. By Lemma 2.1, |«| = \T*h\ £r*\h\, and hence |«|=t*|«| a.e. on C, by

Lemma 2.2.

Finally we note an elementary result on integration.

Lemma 2.6. Let fand g be two (measurable) functions on X such that f (g—f) dp.

= 0 and that \f\ ág a.e. Thenf=g a.e.

Proof. Since Re (g—f)=g— Re/äO a.e., Re j (g—f)dp. = 0 implies that

g— Re/=0 a.e. and hence g=fa.e.

3. The main result. The representation of F to be given in Theorem 3.1 depends

on the following two lemmas.

Lemma 3.1. Assume that r is conservative and that there exists a function h e Lœ,

such that «/0 a.e. and T*h = h. Let s = h/\h\. Then rf=sT(sf)for any fe Ly, where

s =l¡s is the complex conjugate of s.

Proof. First note that t*|«| = |«| by Lemma 2.5. Also, it is enough to prove this

lemma for a nonnegative Li-function/?. Now, if p eL?, then

rp- \h\ dp. =    p\h\ dp. =    sph dp. =    T(sp)h dp. =    sT(sp)\h\ dp.,

and hence rp = sT(sp) by Lemma 2.6, since |iF(ïp)[ = \T(sp)\ ^ r\sp\=rp.

Lemma 3.2. Let A eJ be an invariant subset of C and assume that there exists a

function heLx such that « ^ 0 a.e. on A and such that T*h = « a.e. on A. Let se Lœ

be any function such that s = h/\h\ a.e. on A. Then rf=sT(sf)for all f e Ly(A).

Proof. Since A is an invariant set, TLy(A)<=Ly(A) and hence TL1(A)<=L1(A).

Let ta and TA be, respectively, the restrictions of r and T to the Li-space Ly(A).

Also, for any function g on X, let gA = XAg be the restriction of this function to A.

Then, clearly, ta is the linear modulus of TA, ta is conservative and T*hA = hA

with «¿/O a.e. on A. Hence the previous lemma applies and gives that rAf=

sATA(sAf) for allfeLy(A). Since rAf=rf and TA(sAf) = T(sf) for such a function/,

this completes the proof of the present lemma.

Theorem 3.1. Let T be a contraction on L and let t be its linear modulus. Let C

denote the conservative part of X with respect to r and let J be the a-field of invariant

subsets of C. Then there exists a set T e J and a function s e LX(T) such that

(i) |j | = 1 a.e. on Y and Tf=ST(sf)for any fe L^r),

(ii) if A = C— T then (1 — T)Ly(A) is dense in L^A), in the norm topology,

(iii) the partition of C into T and A is unique (up to sets of measure zero),

(iv) a function r satisfies the properties stated above for s if and only if there

exists a function /=Leo(r) such that |/| = 1 a.e. on V, r*l=l a.e. on Y and r = sl.
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Proof. Let si be the class of all sets AeJ for which there exists a function

n e P.0 such that n^O a.e. on A and T*h = h a.e. on A. Let v be any finite measure

on (X, !F), equivalent to p, and a = sup {v(A) | A e si}. Let A'n e si and limn_ «, v(A'n)

= a. Then A1 = A{, ^„+i=^n+i_(Uï=i Ak), ntl, defines a sequence of pairwise

disjoint sets in si such that v({J¡?=iAn) = a. Let r = [Jna=1A„ and let jeP^r)

be defined as s = hj\hn\ a.e. on An, where hn eLm, hn^Q a.e. on An and T*hn = hn

a.e. on An.

Then the proof of (i) follows immediately from Lemma 3.2.

For the proof of (ii), consider a bounded linear functional on Pi(A) that vanishes

on (1—P)PX(A). If this functional is represented by (the restriction to A of) a

function n e Poo then J (/— Tf)h dp = 0 for all fe Pi(A), which means that n = T*h

a.e. on A. Hence, by the definition of T, n = 0 a.e. on A. Therefore any bounded

linear functional vanishing on (1 — T)LX(A) vanishes also on Pi(A). This proves (ii).

For the uniqueness of Y and A, first note that if B e J and B<= A then ( 1 - T)LA[B)

is dense in LA^B), in the norm topology. Since the argument given in the preceding

paragraph is reversible, this means that ifheL«, and h = T*h a.e. on B then n = 0

a.e. on B. It is then easy to see that this implies (iii).

Finally let rePo„(r) and |r| = l a.e. on T. Define leLx(r) so that r = sl. Then

|/| = 1 a.e. on T. To prove (iv) it is enough to show that Tf=fr(rf) for all/e Pi(r)

if and only if r*l=l a.e. on T. But rT(rf) = sh(slf) and this is equal to Tf=sr(sf)

if and only if Ir(slf) = T(sf), or equivalently, if and only if T(lsf) = fr(sf) for any

/ePj(r). Since any member g of Pi(T) can be written as g = sf for some feL^T),

we then have that Tf=fr(rf) for all/eP^r) if and only if r(lg) = lrg for all

g eP^r). This is equivalent to the fact that t*/=/ a.e. on F, by Lemma 2.4.

4. The general ratio ergodic theorem. The representation theorem given in the

preceding section can be applied to simplify the proof of Chacon's general ergodic

theorem. It is known that in the special case of a positive operator this theorem can

be proved in a fairly transparent way [1]. It will be shown below that Theorem 3.1

enables one to reduce the general case to this special case.

We will start with a few preliminary lemmas and then recall the ratio ergodic

theorem for a positive operator.

Lemma 4.1. Peí {/„, n ä 0} be a sequence of (finite complex valued and measurable)

functions. Assume that for each e > 0 there exists a sequence {<pn, n à 0} of functions

such that lim,,-,«, <pn exists and is finite a.e. and such that J {lim supn_œ \fn — <p„|} dp

<e. Then lim,,-.«,/, exists and is finite a.e.

Proof. Let a = limN^00 {supn>majV \fn—fm\}- Then O^aáoo a.e. and to prove the

theorem it is enough to show that ct=0 a.e., or equivalently that J a dp = 0. But

this follows from the fact that aS2 lim sup„_oo \fn — 9n\-

Lemma 4.2. Peí AeJ andf e P,. Then lim,,..«, jA rnfdp exists.
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Proof. From the remarks preceding Lemma 2.2 it follows that (A g dp. = §A rg dp,

for all g e Ly(A). Also note that it is enough to prove this lemma for/e Lt- But in

this case the proof follows from jA rnfdp. = jA r(xATnf) dp.fí¡A rn + 1fdp.^$xfdp..

Lemma 4.3. Let AeJ andfeLy. Then limm^ra Iimn^œ \A rn(xAcTmf) dp. = 0.

Proof. Since jA rn(xATmf) dp.=¡A rmfdp., we have that

f  rn(xA°Tmf) dp =   [  rn + mfdp.- f  rmfdp..
JA JA JA

Then the proof follows from the preceding lemma.

Lemma 4.4. Let AeJ andfe Ly. Then lim^o, lim,,.,«, ¡A Tn\xAcTmf\ dp. = 0.

Proof. This is a corollary of Lemma 4.3, since \xA°Tmf\ ÚXA°Tm\f\-

Definition 4.1. Let S:Ly^-Ly be an operator. A sequence {pn, «äO} of non-

negative (measurable) functions on X is called ^-admissible if fe Ly and \f\ fípn

for some n = 0 imply that \Sf\ Spn+i-

It is easy to see that a sequence is F-admissible if and only if it is r-admissible;

in what follows, such a sequence will be called an admissible sequence. Note that

if p e Lt then {rnp, «ä0} is an admissible sequence.

Also, iffeLy,pe Li and « = 0, we then let rn(f, p) = (21 . 0 Tkf)l(2l = o r"p), and

PÁf,p) = (2Uo rY)/(22 = o rkp), defined a.e. on {x | SUa r"p(x)>0}.

A central result in the ergodic theory of a positive contraction r is the Chacon-

Ornstein theorem, which states that limn_m pn(f>p) = p(f>p) exists and is finite a.e.

on {x | 2™=o TkP(x)>Q} [7], [2]. It is further known that Xcp(f,p) is ./-measurable

and jA p(f,p)p dp. = limn^cc ¡A rnfdp. for all AeJ [3], [1]. More generally, iffeLy

and if {pn, «^0} is an admissible sequence then limn_œ {(2£ = o T,cf)/Œk = oPk)}

exists and is finite a.e. on {x | J,k=oPk(x)>0}. This is a special case of Chacon's

general ratio ergodic theorem [4], [5], stated below as Theorem 4.1. The proof of

this special case can be obtained [1] by a slight modification of a proof [2] of the

Chacon-Ornstein theorem. Finally, recall a lemma that is a basic step in the proof

of the results mentioned above. IffeLy and/7 eLi then limn_œ {(Tnf)/Ç2k = 0 rkp)}

= 0 a.e. on {x | Zk"=0 rkp(x)>0} [7].

Lemma 4.5. Let geLy, peLi, p>0 a.e. and let f=Tmg—g for some m^O.

Then limn^œ rn(f,p) exists and is finite a.e. and it vanishes a.e. on C.

Proof. Since rn(f,p) = (Tn + mg—g)/Ç2k = 0'r'cp) the existence and finiteness of

lim^oo rn(fp) follows directly from the remarks just preceding this lemma. In

fact this limit is equal to (—g)/(2"=o t*p) a.e. Hence it vanishes a.e. on C, since

2™=o tJcp=<x) a.e. on C.

Theorem 4.1. Let T: Ly —s- Ly be a contraction and let {pn, n ̂  0} be an admissible

sequence. Then for any feLy, limn_œ {(22 = o Tkf)/ÇZk = 0pk)} exists and is finite a.e.

on{x\2k=oPÁx)>0}.
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Proof. Let p el,, p>0 a.e. be a fixed fonction. From the remarks preceding

Lemma 4.5 it follows that it is enough to show the existence and finiteness of

K/,P) = limn_,oo rn(fp) a.e.

If/eP^r), with the notations of Theorem 3.1, then Tf—sr(sf) and hence

Tkf=STk(sf) for all k^O, since ss=l a.e. on T eJ. Therefore /•„(/, p) = spn(sf p)

and the Chacon-Ornstein theorem gives the result.

If/eP,(A) and e>0 then, by Theorem 3.1, there*xists geLx(A) so that if

<l> = Tg-g then \\f-<j>\\<e. Hence rn(fip) = rn(</>,p) + rn(f-<t>,p) and rn(<f>,p) con-

verges to a finite limit a.e., by Lemma 4.5. Also, \rn(f— </>,p)\ gpn(|/— </>\, p) a.e.

Hence Mm supn^x \rn(f-</>, p)\-¿p(\f-</>\, p) a.e. Since J* p(\f-<¡>\, p)p dp =

Jc p(\f— </>\,p)p dp = limn^m Jc Tn\f-</>\ dp<e, Lemma 4.1 (applied with the

measure p dp) gives the result. In fact in this case lim,,..«, rn(fp) = 0 a.e.

From the last two paragraphs it follows that the theorem is true for any

feL^C), since C=r + A.

To complete the proof, let fe Lx. Since J,k = 0 \Tkf\ ^2"=o T1/| <°° a.e. on D,

it is clear that XDrn(f,p) converges a.e. Hence it is enough to consider xcrÁfp)-

Let £>0 and choose w^O, by Lemma 4.4 so that lim„_oo Jc rn\xDTmf\ dp<e. Now

letting </> = xcTmf we have that r„(<f>,p) converges a.e. and Xc^Áf p) = Xcfn(</>, p)

+ Xcfn(f—</>,p)- To apply Lemma 4.1 we again have to estimate the integral of

lim sup„^„o \xcrn(f-<f>,p)\- But xcrn(/-</>,P) = Xc^Áf-Tmf,p) + XcrAXu^f, p) and

limn^oo Xci~n(f-Tmf,p) = 0 a.e. by Lemma 4.5. Hence limsup,,^ |xcrn(/-c¿,/>)|

= lim supn^œ \xcrn(xDTmf p)\ ÚXcp(\xoTmf\, p), as before. Then

[xcP(\xDTmf\,p)pdp = lim   f r"|xDPm/l dp < e
J n-»to Jc

and Lemma 4.1 completes the proof.

The limit r(f p) whose existence has just been proved can be identified as follows.

Theorem 4.2. Peí í ePoo(r) (hence s=0 a.e. on rc = X-F) be a function with

the properties stated in Theorem 3.1. Peí/ePi, p eP,, p>0 a.e. Then for each

A e J, v(A) = limn_a, §AsTnfdp exists and defines a (complex) measure v on the

afield J. This measure is absolutely continuous with respect to p and its Radon-

Nikodym derivative with respect to p dp is sr(f p). More concisely, sr(f p) is J-

measurable and for each AeJ, lim„JC0 \A sTnf dp exists and is equal to

j^sr(f,p)pdp.

Proof. First we show that sr(fp) is ./-measurable. Note that if /ePj(C), then

r(f,p) = sp(sf,p) and sr(fp) = xrp(sf,p), which is ./-measurable. For a general

feLu from the proof of Theorem 4.1 it follows that Xcf(xcTnf, p) converges to

Xcr(fi P) as n -> oo, in the norm topology of LA\X, ¡F, p dp). Hence sr(f p) is also

./-measurable.
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Now let A e J. Then fA sr(f p)p dp. = limn^x ¡A sr(xcTnf, p)p dp,. But

f sr(xcTnf,p) =  f XrP(sXcTnf,p)pdp. =  f     sT-fdp. =  f sT-fdp
JA JA JAnV JA

and the remaining statements of the theorem follow.

To note another property of r(fip) first we give two definitions.

Definition 4.2. Let fgeLy and peLy, p>0 a.e. Then / and g are called

equivalent (f~g) if lim,,-,,,, rn(f—g, p) exists and is zero a.e. on C.

Note that this definition is independent of Theorem 4.1, for it is not assumed

that the existence of lim,,.,^ rn(f—g,p) is known. Also note that the Chacon-

Ornstein theorem implies that this notion of equivalence is independent of the

choice ofp eLf, p>0 a.e.

Definition 4.3. IffeLy then M(f) = infg„f \\g\\ is called the minimal norm off.

A function fe Ly is called minimal if M(f)= ||/||.

Theorem 4.3. Let f eLy, p eLy andp>0 a.e. Then Xcr(fip)P~fand Xcr(fp)p

is a minimal function.

Proof. First we show that r(f,p) = r(xcr(f,p)p,p) a.e. on C, or equivalently, a.e.

on T, since both of these functions are zero a.e. on A=C— F. To this end it is

enough to show that if seLx(F) is a function as in Theorem 4.2, then sr(fp)

= sr(xcf(f,p)P,p)- Now, since both of these functions are «/-measurable, it is

enough to check that they have the same integral on each A e «/, with respect to

the measure p dp.. But xcr(f p)p e Ly(C), and this implies that sr(xcr(f, p)p, p)

— p(sXcf(f p)p, p) = p(sr(f, p)p, p), as noticed in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Hence,

for each A e J,

J^ sr(Xcr(f p)p, p)p dp. = j   P(sr(f p)p, p)p dp.

= lim      rn(sr(f p)p) dp. =      sr(f p)p dp.,
n->oo JA J A

where the second equality follows from the remarks preceding Lemma 4.5 and the

last equality from the facts that sr(fp)p eLy(C) and that both A and C — A are

invariant sets. Hence Xcr(fip)p~fi

To show that XcKfp)P ¡s a minimal function we first show that ||vcr(/,p)p\\

= \\g\\ or equivalently, \\sr(f p)p\\ ^ \\g\\ for each g~f But, since sr(fp)p =

sr(g,p)p, Theorem 4.2 implies that lim,,^» \AsTng dp. = j¡A sr(f p)p dp. for every

AeJ.lt is then easy to see that lim,,..», J hsTng dp. = \hsr(J, p)p dp. for each «/-

measurable « eLx(C), since the sequence sTng is bounded in Li-norm. Now find

an ./-measurable heLœ(C), so that |«| = 1 a.e. on C and so that hsr(f p) =

\sr(fp)\. This is possible, since sr(fp) is «/-measurable. Then, for this choice of

«Jimn^oo f shTngdp.= \\sr(fip)p\\ and hence \\sr(f, p)p\\ ^lim infn_ «, \\shTng\\£\\g\\.

Now if g~Xcr(fp)P then it is easily seen that g~/and hence WxcKfi P)p\\ = Il g II-

Therefore Xcr(f p)p is a minimal function.
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An immediate corollary of this theorem is

Theorem 4.4. For any feLx there exists a minimal function q>~f

5. Minimal functions. As noticed before the equivalence and minimality of

functions are defined independently of Theorem 4.1 (and also, of Theorem 3.1).

It may be instructive to observe that Theorem 4.4 can also be proved directly from

the results of the ergodic theory of a positive contraction. This theorem then

provides a starting point to obtain Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 3.1.

In this section we would like to sketch such a direct proof of Theorem 4.4, since

it depends on a few results that seem intrinsically interesting. Before doing this,

however, note that Theorem 4.4 implies Theorem 4.1 in a rather straightforward

way. Let/e P, be given and let <p~fbe a minimal function. Then, for each n, m £ 0,

P"<p~<p and \(Tn<p + Tm<p)~<p, which imply that

||i(7> + P»|| = K||7>|| + ||7>¡) = \Wl

Hence, if E=(J¡?=0{x \ Tn<p(x)^=0}, then there exists a function seLx(E) such

that |j| = 1 a.e. on E and such that Tn<p = s\Tncp\ for all n^O. Then one can see

that Tn(p = STn\<p\=STn(s<p) and the existence of r(<p,p) = sp(s<p,p) follows. Hence

r(f, p) = r(<p, p) + r(f- <p, p) also exists.

We now start the proof of Theorem 4.4.

Definition 5.1. For a fixed feLx and for a given sequence {n„, näO) of Poo-

functions, satisfying 0 ^ hn á 1 for all n ^ 0, we let

a0 = h0f b0 = (l-h0)f

an = hnTbn-u bn = (l-hv)Tbn^1,   » à 1,

and

«o = A0|/|, j80 = (l-Ao)|/l

«n = hnrf„-i, ß„ = (l-hn)rßn_u   » à 1.

Note that \an\ ian, \bn\ Sßn and also that 2îU R|| + ||j8n| ̂  ll/ll for all n^O,

as simple induction arguments show. Hence 2"-o ^k = o- and 2™= o ak = a exist a.e.

and also in the Pi-norm. Also, \\a\\ :£ ||a|| ^ ||/|. It is clear that ~Zk = 0ak + bn~f,

since Tf~f.

Lemma 5.1. pnimm_,„ lim,,.,«, J*c rnßm dp=0, then a~f.

Proof. Let /=lim supn_„o \rn(f—a,p)\. Then for all mâO,

/

(m \

2   ak + bm-a,P)
k = 0 I

(Im                          \                                            / m

\2 ak-a , p) + p(\bm\, p) g pi 2 a<<-
\k = 0                       I                                       \ fc = 0

p\+P(ßm,P)-

Hence j"c Ip dpfí ||2i?=o ak~ a\ + lim„_oo \c rnßm dp, which can be made arbitrarily

small if m^O is sufficiently large. Therefore /=0 a.e. on C.
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Lemma 5.2. Ifhn=xcfor all «^0, then a~f.

Proof. In this case we can see that /Sn = xDTn|/|, since ydt£ = 0 for any g e Ly(C).

Then the proof follows from Lemma 4.3.

Lemma 5.3. Given f eLy there exists f eLy(C) such that f ~f and ||/'|| = ||/||.

Proof. This is a corollary of Lemma 5.2.

Lemma 5.4. Let fy, f2 e Ly(C) and fy~f2~f. Let AyeJ,  A2 = C-Ay.  Then

XAifl+XA2f2~fi

Proof. This is a consequence of the fact that if g e LX(C) and A e «/ then

TnxAg = xATng.

Definition 5.2. For a real valued Li-function À we let t/A = rA+ — A" [9].

Note that if A^/ then UX^Ul. In particular (UnX) + fà(Unl) + for all «^0.

Lemma 5.5. Given fig eLy there exists a sequence {hn, «ä0} of L„-functions

such that 0 f£ hn ̂  1 for all «2:0 and such that

[un(f-g)v = k,    [un(f-g)]- = g- 2 «*•

w/í« ?«t? notations of Definition 5.1.

Proof. Follows by an induction on « = 0.

Hence, if {«„, n^O} is defined as in Lemma 5.5, then 0^ |a| ^a^g.

We now recall a maximal ergodic theorem for a positive contraction, involving

a and g.

Theorem 5.1. If sup„a0 Z£=o t*(/— g)>0 o.e. on EeiF then a=g a.e. on E,

with the same notations as above.

The proof can be found in [7], [2], [1].

Lemma 5.6. Let f,geLi(C) and let \Af dp.fi¡Agdp. for each AeJ. Then

limn^\\{U\f-g)Y\\=Q.

Proof. We know that ¡Afdp. = ¡Ap(f,g)g dp. for each AeJ. Since p(f,g) is

«/-measurable, this means that 0r¿p(fig)f¿l a.e. Also, p(p(f, g)g, g) = p(f, g).

Hence, if 0^A<1 is any number then sup„ao 22 = o Tlc(J—^p(f g)g)>0 a.e. on

{x\p(fg)(x)>0}.
Now let «„, ßn, a be defined as in Lemma 5.5 for the functions / and Xp(f, g)g,

so that [U\f-\P(fg)g)Y=ßn and [U»(f-\P(f,g)g)]-=\P(fi g)g-Zî = 0ak.
Then 0 ¿ a fi Àp(f g)g and also a = Xp(f g)g a.e. on {x | p(/, g)(x) > 0}, by Theorem

5.1. Hence a = Xp(f, g)g. Therefore,

lim ¡ft,! ̂  1/1-H| = ||/|HIM/,«?)g|| = (i-A)«/||.
n-*co

Since \\{Un(f-g)+1 < ||j3n|| for each A, 0^ A< 1, the proof follows.
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Theorem 5.2. Let fe LX(C) and geLt so that ¡A \f\ dp^¡Ag dp for each AeJ.

Then there exists a~f so that \a\ fig and that \\a\\ ¿ ||/|[.

Proof. Let an, ßn be defined as in Lemma 5.5 for the functions |/| and g so that

[Un(\f\-g)V   = ßn, Wn(\f\-g)]-   =g~2   «*'
te = 0

Let an, bn, a be the associated functions as in Definition 5.1. Then Lemma 5.6

shows that limn^„ ||/LJ=0 and Lemma 5.1 gives that a~f. Then \a\fía.%íg is

clear.

Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let /eP, and let /,~/ be a sequence in Lx so that

lim,,.,«, ||/n||=M(/), the minimal norm of/ By Lemma 5.3 we may and will

assume that /„ e LX(C) for each n ^ 0.

We now define a new sequence gn as follows. Let g0 =/0. Let

A, = {x\ Kl/il, \go\)(x) < 1} n C,       BX = C-AX.

Let g[ = XA1fi+XB1go- Then by Lemma 5.4, g'~/and also, by the construction,

that §A | g[\ dpfi$A \g0\ dp. Hence, by Theorem 5.2 there isg,~/sothat \gx\ ^ \g0\.

It is also clear that ||g.J| ̂  \\fx\\.

Continuing this process, we define

A„ = {X | p(|/n|. |g„-i|)(*)  <  1} O C,     Bn = C-An,     g'n = XAnfn + XBngn-l-

Then g'n~f and |g;|| ^ ||/n|| and also, ¡A \g'n\ dpú$A |g„-i| dp for each AeJ.

Hence there exists g„~/so that |g„[ ^ |g„-i|.

Therefore we now have a sequencegn e LX(C), n^O, so thatg„~/, lim„_oo ||gn||

= M(/)and|gn|^|gn_1|,n=5l.

It will be shown that gn is a Cauchy sequence. Let 0 ^ n fi m and let 2dmn(x) be

the angle between the complex numbers gn(x) and gm(x), with 0 ^ 6nm(x) ̂  7r/2.

Then |gm-g„[ ^2|g„| sin Önm+[|gn| - \gm\] and |i(g„+gm)| ^ \gn\ cos 6nm, as one

can see easily. But i(gn+gm)~/, and this means that M(f)^¡ \gn\ cos 9nmdp.

Since lim,,..«, J" |g„| dp = M(f) we then have that J |gn| sin 0nm dp -h>- 0 as n, m ->■ oo,

nSm. Hence we see that ||g„ — gm|| —> 0 as «, m -*■ co.

Let limn^œ gn = <P, in the P2-norm. Then it is clear that ||<p|| =M(f). To complete

the proof it is now enough to show that <p~/. But, if /=lim supn_„o \rn(f— <p,p)\

= lim sup„_«, |r„(gm — <p,p)\, then lfip(\gm — <p\,p) for each mâO, and hence

j Ip dp^ \\gm — y ||, which shows that /=0 a.e. on C.
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